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Abstract— Hundreds of high-quality 25 mm × 25 mm ×
600 mm Bi4 Ge3 O12 single crystals were industrially grown by
the Bridgman method for the DArk Matter Particle Explorer
(DAMPE) project. With respect to the crystals with the best
optical quality, the optical transmittance along the longitudinal and transversal directions can achieve 72% and 76% at
480 nm, respectively. Most of the grown crystals satisfied the
light output uniformity requirement of the DAMPE calorimeter.
For the remaining crystals, the effects of air annealing, reflector
materials, and surface treatment on the improvement of light
response uniformity were also studied.
Index Terms— Air annealing, light response uniformity (LRU),
reflector materials, scintillator, surface treatment.
Fig. 1.

Mass-produced 25 mm × 25 mm × 600 mm BGO single crystals.

I. I NTRODUCTION

S

CINTILLATORS can efficiently convert high-energy
particles and radiation into light with a wavelength
in or around the visible spectral regions, and they are widely
used in nuclear medical imaging, oil logging, and high-energy
physics applications. For the high-energy physics applications,
in recent years, inorganic scintillating crystals were applied in
the discovery of Higgs boson [1]. The use of a large number of
lead tungstate (PbWO4 ) crystals as the key detection elements
in the electromagnetic calorimeter of CMS experiment at
CERN proves the critical status of inorganic scintillators for
high-energy physics applications.
The search for dark matter in the universe is an important
and challenging task. Physicists are devoted to designing
experiments to find the evidences of the existence of dark matter, but few results were reported [2]. In 2015, China launched
the DArk Matter Particle Explorer (DAMPE), the first space
dark matter detection satellite, to find evidence for the existence of dark matter particles. It has been in operation for more
than 2 years, and has acquired the most accurate high-energy
cosmic ray energy spectra so far [3]. The Bi4 Ge3 O12 (BGO)
scintillating crystals as the direct medium for the possible
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annihilation of dark matter (energetic electrons and gamma
rays) play an important role in the dark matter detection. The
project required hundreds of 600-mm-long BGO crystals with
high optical quality and light response uniformity (LRU). The
The LRU means the difference in the collection of scintillation
light excited by gamma ray in different locations along the
long axis of the crystal. Our previous work has reported the
characterization of optical transmittance and energy resolution
of the crystal SIC-BGO-125 [4], and also the linear correlation
between optical transmittance and LRU of the 600-mm-long
BGO crystals [5]. In this paper, we conducted a systematic
study on statistical distribution of the LRN of industrial growth
600-mm-long BGO crystals, and carried out posttreatment
process studies to optimize the initial unsatisfied crystal,
such as air annealing, reflector materials, and crystal surface
treatment with the dual-end readout mode and the specified
PMTs according to the application and design of DAMPE.
II. I NDUSTRIAL P RODUCED BGO C RYSTALS
All the 600-mm-long BGO crystals were grown by the
Bridgman method at the Shanghai Institute of Ceramics, Chinese Academy of Sciences. The typical mass-produced BGO
crystals with the dimensions of 25 mm × 25 mm × 600 mm
are shown in Fig. 1. The as-grown crystals are colorless, crack
free, and visible inclusion free.
III. M EASUREMENT M ETHODS
The optical transmission spectra of the BGO crystals and
the reflectivity of the reflector materials were measured by a
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Fig. 4. Optical transmission spectrum of a 600-mm-long BGO crystal along
the transversal direction. The theoretical limit of transmittance of BGO is
also shown for comparison. Inset: distribution of the optical transmittance at
480 nm along the longitudinal direction of the mass-produced 600-mm-long
BGO crystals.
Fig. 2. Schematic of (a) test principle of the LRU and (b) pulse processing
chain for the LO acquisition.

IV. O PTICAL Q UALITY AND S CINTILLATION P ROPERTIES
A. Optical Quality and Light Response Uniformity of
Mass-Production 600-mm-Long BGO Crystals
Optical quality of the crystals is closely correlated with the
LRU. Fig. 4 shows the optical transmission spectrum of one
of the mass-produced crystals as a function of wavelength
together with the theoretical transmittance limit of BGO. The
theoretical transmittance of BGO crystals at certain wavelength is calculated by the following equations [8]:
Ts = (1 − R)2 + (1 − R)R 2 (1 − R) + · · ·
= (1 − R)/(1 + R)

Fig. 3.

where

Schematic of the LRU.


R=

Perkin Elmer Lambda 950 spectrophotometer equipped with
a general purpose optical bench with a spectralon-coated integrating sphere and beam apertures. The systematic uncertainty
in repeated measurements was determined to be 0.2%.
The light output (LO) of BGO crystal was measured using
Hamamatsu R5610A PMTs with a borosilicate glass window
and by irradiating the crystal with a collimated 137Cs γ -rays
source (2 μCi) at 11 positions evenly distributed along the
crystal’s longitudinal axis (means the direction of the longer
optical path [Fig. 2(a)]. All other faces of the samples were
wrapped with the reflector materials. The schematic of the
pulse processing chain is presented in Fig. 2(b).
The full-energy peak was determined by a single Gaussian
fit. The pulse heights at these 11 positions along the crystal
were fit to a normalized function [6], [7]
LO
=1+δ
LOav



x
x mid


−1

(1)

where LOav represents the average LO of the sample, x is the
distance from the end coupled to readout device, and δ(S or T )
represents the deviation of the LRU. The schematic of the δ is
shown in Fig. 3. The measurement errors were estimated by
repeatedly measuring the LRU of the long crystal. The δ S and
δT mean the results derived from the seed end and tail end of
the crystal coupled with the PMT, respectively.

n BGO − n air
n BGO + n air

(2)
2
(3)

where n BGO and n air are the refractive index of BGO and air,
respectively. The difference of the measured transmittance and
Ts may reveal the optical quality of the crystal. The transversal
transmittance of the sample is notably in agreement with
the theoretical transmittance. The typical longitudinal transmittance (LT) at 480 nm can approach approximately 72%,
although slightly worse than the transversal one. To prove
the optical quality of the industrial grown BGO crystals,
the transmittance of hundreds of 600-mm-long BGO crystals
along the longitudinal direction was evaluated. Fig. 4 (inset)
shows the distribution of the optical transmittance at 480 nm
for nearly 200 crystals. The mean LT is found to be 67.9%
with a width of 4.3%. The fraction of crystals with optical
transmittance above 60% is about 90%. Fig. 5 shows the
distribution of the LRU of the mass-produced 600-mm-long
BGO crystals. It is found about 93% of the grown crystals
satisfy the requirement of the LRU (δ ≤ 20%).
B. Improvement of Optical Quality and Light
Response Uniformity
The samples with LRU of δ > 20% and optical transmittance below 58% at 480 nm are unable to satisfy the
requirement of the DAMPE detector. We carried out the
posttreatments to improve the optical quality and LRU via
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the LRU of the mass-produced 600-mm-long BGO
crystals.

Fig. 7.
LRU of the 600-mm-long BGO-SIC-125 crystal wrapped with
different reflector materials acquired by Hamamatsu R5610A PMTs. (a) ESR.
(b) Teflon. (c) Black paper.
TABLE II
LRU B EFORE AND A FTER A IR A NNEALING

Fig. 6.
Optical transmission spectra of the 600-mm-long BGO crystals
(SIC-BGO-394 and SIC-BGO-398) along the longitudinal direction before
and after air annealing.
TABLE I
L ONGITUDINAL T RANSMITTANCE VALUES B EFORE AND
A FTER A IR A NNEALING

air annealing, optimization of reflector materials, and crystal
surface treatment.
1) Effects of Air Annealing: The samples with transmittance
below 58% at 480 nm showeddark red color. The color
centers in BGO are commonly related to oxygen vacancies [9], [10]. The oxygen vacancies are the featured point
defects in oxide scintillators [11], [12]. Two colored samples
named SIC-BGO-394 and SIC-BGO-398 were selected to
conduct the air annealing at 200 °C for 4 h. The optical

transmission spectra before and after air annealing are shown
in Fig. 6. For the as-grown samples, a clear absorption band
with a maximum at 435 nm is observed in both SIC-BGO-394
and SIC-BGO-398 samples, which causes a low transmittance
of 40% for SIC-BGO-398 and 47% for SIC-BGO-394 samples. The transmittance is greatly improved up to 52% for
SIC-BGO-398 and 62% for SIC-BGO-394 samples after air
annealing. It implies that the color centers mainly originate
from the oxygen vacancies related defects. The specific values
are listed in Table I.
The LRU of the BGO-394 crystal before and after air
annealing was evaluated and shown in Table II. The results
show that the average light response nonuniformity decreases
from 32.4% to 18.2% for δ S , and 30.6% to 16.3% for δT
after air annealing. It is clear that the enhancement of optical
transmittance of the crystals positively contributes the LRU.
It is worth mentioning that the annealed samples almost satisfy
the LRU standard, δ ≤ 20%.
2) Effects of Reflector Materials and Surface Treatment:
According to [13], the higher the reflectivity of the materials used for wrapping crystals, the higher the LO and the
energy resolution of the scintillating crystals. Three different
reflector materials were tested for the LO uniformity, namely,
ESR, Teflon, and black paper. The properties of the reflector
materials and the LRU uniformity of BGO-SIC-125 crystal
wrapped with these reflector materials are listed in Table III
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TABLE III
δ S AND δT OF BGO C RYSTALS W RAPPED W ITH D IFFERENT
R EFLECTOR M ATERIALS

Fig. 8.
LRU of the 600-mm-long SIC-BGO-125 crystal wrapped with
(a) ESR and (b) black paper.
TABLE IV
LRU OF THE C RYSTAL W ITH D IFFERENT S URFACE T REATMENTS

and presented in Fig. 7. It is found that the use of ESR with
the highest emission-weighted reflection can achieve the best
LRU about δ S = 2.9% and δT = 2.2%, which is much
better than the δ S = 7.1% and δT = 6.6% for Teflon and
δ S = 16.6% and δT = 14% for black paper. It is clear that
high-reflectivity materials can significantly improve the LRU
of the crystal. As the increase of reflectivity of the reflector
materials, the proportion of photons lost from the crystal
decreases. The enhancement of the collection efficiency results
in an increase in the average LO of the crystal, which leads
to the improvement of the LRU.
It is reported that the crystal surface finish can also alter
the light response of the scintillating crystals [14] and affect
the light collection efficiency [15]. The LRU can be changed
by adjusting the roughness of one or more lateral surfaces
of the crystals, such as BGO for L3 [16], lead tungstate for
CMS [17], and LYSO for SuperB [18]. Therefore, we have
tried to depolish a side surface to study the LRU of the BGO
crystal.
We compared the LRU of the same crystal with two different
surface treatments, namely, a crystal with six well-polished
surfaces and a crystal with five well-polished surfaces and
one depolished lateral surface (25 mm × 600 m) adjacent to
the photodetectors. The comparison of the LRU with different
surface treatments is listed in Table IV.
When using ESR as the reflector materials, the LRU of
the crystal with all well-polished surface is about 2.9%. For
the same crystal with one depolished side surface, its LRU
significantly deteriorates to about 36%. When using Teflon
and black paper as reflector materials, the crystal with one
depolished side surface and five well-polished surfaces also
shows the worsen LRU compared to the one with all six wellpolished surfaces. The harmful effect of surface depolishing
could be caused by: 1) the direct light loss at surface and 2) the

light path length variation (light collection nonuniformity) [19]
due to the change of the surface diffuse reflection on the
depolished surface. More quantitatively, we compare the LO at
various locations along the longitudinal direction for both surface treatment (Fig. 8). The one surface depolishing treatment
significantly increases the LO of the crystal when the radioactive source is near the readout end, but severely reduces the
LO of the radioactive source away from the readout end. The
significant difference causes the light response nonuniformity.
Therefore, a combination of all polished surfaces and ESR
as high-reflector materials is beneficial to obtain the excellent
LRU.
V. C ONCLUSION
Hundreds of 25 mm × 25 mm × 600-mm-long BGO scintillating crystals have been produced for DAMPE. It is found
that 93% of produced BGO crystals achieve the requirements
of LO uniformity of δ ≤ 20% and optical transmittance of
T > 58%. The optical transmittance and the LRU of the
colored crystals can be improved by air annealing at 200 °C
via the reduction of the oxygen vacancies related absorption
bands. The LRU can be improved by the use of ESR reflector
materials, but significantly be deteriorated by the side surface
depolishing.
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